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Michailo Lomonosov was born on the 19th of 
November 1711 in the village  Mishaninskaya not far 
from the town Kholmogory in the north of Russia. 

Примерно так выглядел дом поморов Ломоносовых. 
Макет-диорама начала XVIII века..



His father Vasiliy
Dorofeyevich was a 

skillful sailor and 
fisherman. He was the 

first to make a ship there 
and sailed along the 

North Dvina, across the 
White Sea, the Arctic 

Ocean.
Гукор. Модель. Музей 

М. В. Ломоносова. 
Санкт- Петербург



When Michailo was a
young boy he liked to help
his father. He went with him
for fishing in the Arctic
Ocean, the White Sea for a
long time. This hard work
made him strong. He saw
many animals, wild nature
and it was very interesting
for him. He liked to listen to
the stories about Peter I.



His mother taught
him to read and he liked
to learn new things
from the books.
His first books were
“Grammatica” and

“Arifmetica”.



His mother died when he was 9 years old. His
father married again but the new mother didn’t
like the boy’s love to reading. She could not
understand the boy’s interests to discover new
things.

When he was 19 he decided to go to Moscow
to study. But it was a secret for his family. He got
a passport, took 3 roubles from his neighbour, his
books and left home for Moscow.





His way lasted three weeks in frosty winter.



In Moscow he entered the
Academy and studied there for
5 years. It was a very difficult
time for him. He was poor, he
was much older than other
students . Later he wrote:
«Школьники, малые ребята,
кричат и перстами
указывают: смотрите-де,
какой болван лет в двадцать
пришёл латыни учиться».

Московская славяно-греко-латинская 
академия.

http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BB:Lomonosov_SGLAcademy.jpg


In spite of all
difficulties he
became the best
student of the
Academy and was
sent to study to
Germany.



Дом, в котором Ломоносов 
жил в Марбурге.

In Germany
he studied Maths,
Physics, Philosophy,
Chemistry, French,
Latin, German and
other sciences in the
University of Marburg
and Friberg. He also
studied in Holland.

http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A4%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BB:Lomonosov-house_marburg1.jpg


It’s the passport given to Michail Lomonosov in 
the University of Marburg on May 13th, 1741.



For 10 years Michail Lomonosov made a long way from 
Kholmogory to Moscow, Petersburg, Kiev, Germany.



Диплом профессора химии 
Ломоносова. 1745. 

In summer 1745 Lomonosov became                  
a Professor of Chemistry.



M.V.Lomonosov became a great scientist. He
made a lot of discoveries in physics, chemistry,
engineering, Russian grammar, literature, poetry,
architecture and many other fields.





M.V.Lomonosov is the author of the outstanding 
pictures made with the help of coloured pieces of glass.



The Russian queen Ekaterina II visited M. Lomonosov
in his laboratory and presented him with a village.



М. V. Lomonosov developed a project of the University of 
Moscow. Later it was named after this great man.



Near the 
University there 

is a monument to 
M.V.Lomonosov




